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14 Hrs.-00 Min.
F
New Delhi
INDIA

Dear Ms. MS,
THANKS FOR CHOOSING http://www.astroconsultants.in/ and trusting us with your query and allowing
me to do the reading on your unique horoscope on the subject of Marriage.
Please find below the Married Life / Marriage Prospects Report made especially for you:
One year [Till August 2013] - an overview of Married Life / Marriage Prospects:

Understanding Your Natal Chart:
Ascendant
1. According to your horoscope, Sagittarius is your ascendant and its lord JUPITER is placed in the
6th house in Taurus sign.
2. Lord of 2nd and 3rd houses SATURN is placed in the Lagna.
3. Lagna stands for self, health, longevity, happiness, physical body, appearance, nature, disposition
etc
4. 6th house stands for employment, debts, ill health, service, servants
7th house
1. The 7th house stands for spouse, marriage, sexual desires, and general happiness.
2. In your natal chart, the 7th lord MERCURY is placed in the 11th house which stands for gains,
elevation of husband, ambitions, aspirations, desires and the fulfillment, elder brother & sister etc.
3. The 7th house is aspected by two planets – MARS and SATURN.
4. The aspect of MARS makes you a Mangleek.
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VENUS
1. VENUS is the Karaka (significator) for love, romance, sex, the beauties and pleasures of marriage
life.
2. In your natal chart VENUS is lord of 6th as well as lord of 11th house and it is posited in 8th house.
3. 8th house denotes sorrows, debts, gifts, unearned or hidden wealth, and some time windfalls like
insurance money or -lotteries-legacies etc.

JUPITER
1. Jupiter is the main planet as a significator of marriage / married life.
2. In your natal horoscope, Jupiter is also your Lagna lord and the lord of 4th house.
3. The 4th house denotes property, Mother, domestic happiness, comforts, property (hereditary,
landed, and constructed), Fixed assets, conveyances, Trade, crops etc.
4. JUPITER is placed in 6th house.

Understanding the current and next 1 year Dasha and sub Dashas:

Balance of

Rahu / Jupiter / Rahu

up to

August 2013

You are running the Maha (main) dasha of RAHU since 25th August, 2008 and current sub dasha is of
JUPITER (till 30th September 2013), followed by the new sub dasha of SATURN.
In your horoscope, Rahu is placed in your 3rd house.
Period wise forecast:
The results given below are based on the understanding that it is your first marriage.
Otherwise results WILL VARY WIDELY IN DEGREE AND TIMING.
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INTERPRETATION OF THE PERIODS MAJOR DASHA RUNNING PERIODS:
DETAILED READINGS:
Balance of Rahu / Jupiter
(upto sub sub period of Rahu)

up to

August 2013

(a) During this period, the focus will be on the matters of marriage / love / interaction within the
environment of variations in the circumstances and events.
(b) Also matters concerning health, career, acquisitions by self efforts, worldly attainments and
communication shall be in limelight.
(c) Rahu’s placement tends to give circumstances where you are separated / staying away from coborns / spouse due to traveling / misunderstanding etc. In simpler words, Rahu has turned joy
into disappointment / delays with regard to the matters of enjoyments of love life, romance, luck,
travels together as well as the pleasures of physical intimacy.
(d) During this period beware of any misunderstandings that might crop up between you and those
who are close to you-your family, friends or co-workers. These are mostly avoidable as long as
you watch what you say and are not careless with your thoughts. Be considerate towards others
and it will do you a world of good.
(e) There are chances of domestic peace getting spoiled due to ego clash / use of harsh words. Such
a placement is also capable of giving burdensome responsibilities on home front.
(f) Therefore, a word of caution, there are possibilities of confrontational mood on a few days.
However, it looks as though you will be able to control it.
(g) Overall during the year, you will be very gentle, sensitive and sociable
(h) Your personal magnetism is causing members of opposite sex to take special interest in you.
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(i) You must try to strike a fine balance of time and attention between your professional and social
commitments on one hand and the commitment to your spouse on the other hand. While dealing
with eligible bachelors, you must keep their choices and preferences also in mind. It is good to
align with each other’s moods and needs.
(j) You are likely to be very indulgent during this period. At the same time you may be tormented by
Headache / nervy / mental aberrations / problems in gastro-abdominal system / Digestive organs
etc.
(k) Examining various tools available a good sincere astrologer, such as study of Dasha system,
transits besides the study of basic chart and Navamasha, there is good hope of both of you
coming together, as you have strong ardent affectionate nature and mentally passionate base.
(l) At the same time you must guard against being selfish / quarrelsome / detached /individualistic.
Try to be more sociable and humanitarian.

You must keep your patience and your poise and also keep a committed contact. For all you know, your
prayers may be answered earlier and wishes granted.

BEST WISHES,
SUNDEEP KATARIA
ASTROCONSULTANT

Please Note: All Predictions And Opinion Provided Are Based On The Birth Data Provided By The
Querist. Any Discrepancy Or Doubt About The Birth Details Can Render The Entire Opinion Unreliable.
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